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Abstract
Purpose Laser range scanners (LRS) allow performing a
surface scan without physical contact with the organ, yield-
ing higher registration accuracy for image-guided surgery
(IGS) systems. However, the use of LRS-based registration
in laparoscopic liver surgery is still limited because current
solutions are composed of expensive and bulky equipment
which can hardly be integrated in a surgical scenario.
Methods In this work, we present a novel LRS-based IGS
system for laparoscopic liver procedures. A triangulation
process is formulated to compute the 3D coordinates of laser
points by using the existing IGS system tracking devices.
This allows the use of a compact and cost-effective LRS
and therefore facilitates the integration into the laparoscopic
setup. The 3D laser points are then reconstructed into a
surface to register to the preoperative liver model using a
multi-level registration process.
Results Experimental results show that the proposed sys-
tem provides submillimeter scanning precision and accuracy
comparable to those reported in the literature. Further quan-
titative analysis shows that the proposed system is able to
achieve a patient-to-image registration accuracy, described
as target registration error, of 3.2 ± 0.57mm.
Conclusions We believe that the presented approach will
lead to a faster integration of LRS-based registration tech-
niques in the surgical environment. Further studies will focus
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on optimizing scanning time and on the respiratory motion
compensation.
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Introduction

Clinical context

Laparoscopic liver procedures provide significant benefits
including reduced postoperative discomfort, hospital stay
and recovery time as they eliminate the need for large abdom-
inal wall incisions. During laparoscopy, a two-dimensional
(2D) video camera is introduced into the patient’s abdomen,
providing visual information regarding the surgical situs and
instrument positions. Nevertheless, main drawbacks of this
procedure are the loss of depth perception and tactile feed-
back. These aspects weaken the spatial understanding and
increase the risk of undesired contact between instruments
and anatomical structures. For these reasons, performing
laparoscopic liver procedures requires significant hand–eye
coordination and extensive training experience.

The aforementioned disadvantages of laparoscopic liver
procedures can be addressed by the use of image-guided
surgery (IGS) [1]. IGS systems map tracked surgical instru-
ments, preoperatively computed 3D anatomical models from
computer tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and intraoperative patient data into an identical coordi-
nate system through a registrationmethod [2,3].Obtaining an
accurate patient-to-image registration represents a key aspect
in the successful use of IGS technologies in laparoscopic liver
procedures.
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State of the art

Various registration methods have been proposed in the
literature, which can be classified into two categories in
terms of the acquisition method of the intraoperative patient
data.

Thefirst category relies on a sweepingprocess of an instru-
ment or ultrasound (US) probe on the liver to generate a
surface or 3D anatomical model. Herline et al. presented
a surface-based registration method for soft tissue surgery
where a set of 3D points are intraoperatively acquired and
matched to the preoperative 3Dmodel [4]. The intraoperative
acquisition is performed by manually sweeping or touching
the organ’s surface with a tracked instrument. Alternatively,
Lange et al. proposed tomanually sweep a tracked ultrasound
probe over the liver surface to acquire an intraoperative 3D
model of vessels. This vascular model is then registered to
the preoperative 3D model by matching the centerline of the
vessel using an iterative closest point (ICP) approach [5].
While these registration methods require simple settings and
promising results were reported, one drawback is that they
apply pressure to the organ due to required physical contact of
the instruments/probes with the liver. This pressure deforms
the intraoperative liver shape, thus hindering the registration
accuracy [6]. Non-rigid registration could potentially com-
pensate for the deformation [5], but it results in significantly
more computational time which is not available in the oper-
ating room.

The second category acquires the intraoperative model
by avoiding physical contact through a tracked laser range
scanner (LRS). An LRS exploits the principle of triangula-
tion to determine the 3D position of a laser reflection, which
is detected by a digital camera. Through a tracked LRS, it is
possible to acquire an intraoperative set of 3D points of the
liver in the native IGS coordinate system and register it to
the preoperative 3D model. LRS-based registration methods
avoid physical contact during the organ scanning, thus elim-
inating deformation in the whole registration process and
potentially leading to higher accuracy.

Commercial LRSs have been extensively utilized for reg-
istration in image-guided neurosurgery (IGNS) and image-
guided liver surgery (IGLS). In [7], a commercial LRS
was utilized for registration and characterization of intra-
surgical brain deformation in the context of IGNS and
evaluated by automatically scanning a brain phantom. In
[8], a commercially available laser scanner (z-touch, Brain-
LAB, Feldkirchen, Germany), which was optically tracked,
was utilized in a 36-patient study for patient-to-image reg-
istration in the context of IGNS. By manually sweeping the
laser scanner over a region of interest, the authors reported
a target localization error of 2.7 ± 1.6mm for the surgical
field. Additionally, they reported that LRS-based registra-

tion is a valuable alternative to marker-based registration. A
comparisonbetweenLRSandpoint-based registration (PBR)
indicates that the LRS-based registration provides a lower
registration error (0.8 ± 0.3mm) than PBR (1.9 ± 1.0mm)

[9]. In another study, aimed at targeting structures within
keyhole neurosurgery, an intraoperative manual surface scan
of the patient’s facial features, acquired with an LRS, was
registered to a preoperative image [10]. The system’s regis-
tration accuracy was evaluated on a phantom and showed a
target registration error of 1.7±0.7mm. Cash et al. reported
the integration of an LRS into an IGLS system for registra-
tion and evaluated its accuracy by automatically scanning a
liver phantom. After an initial PBR alignment, a mean sur-
face residual error of 0.75 mm and mean TREs of 2.0 and
4.1 mm for two different sets of targets were observed [11].
Similar findings were reported in [12].

Despite commercial LRS having led to promising results
in conventional IGS, their use in laparoscopic procedures is
challenging because a line of sight from LRS to the liver
is missing. This is because during laparoscopy, the liver
is not exposed as in the case of open surgery, and there-
fore cannot be scanned by commercial LRS. Furthermore,
in laparoscopy, the LRS systems would require sterilizabil-
ity, which is usually missing in commercial LRS, due to
the direct contact with the patient. Several initial attempts
have been presented in the past decade. Hayashibe et al.
introduced an LRS system for laparoscopic image guidance,
which is composed of a high-speed camera, a 2D galvano
scanner and a laser for 3D shape recovery and registration
[13]. The system’s accuracy was evaluated by automatically
scanning tracked objects (e.g., a plane and a sphere) and com-
puting the average distance between the tracked objects and
the acquired set of 3D points. For each scan, a set of 8000
3D points was acquired. An average error of 0.16 mm and
maximum errors of 1.0 and 1.5 mm were estimated, respec-
tively, for the plane and the sphere. A liver phantom was also
scanned in a previous work, but only a qualitative evaluation
regarding the accuracy of the registration was presented [14].
The aforementioned system was also extended for detecting
liver deformation and was applied during an in vivo animal
experiment where improved depth perception was achieved.
A similar LRS system, presented by Friets et al., demon-
strated a scanning accuracy of 0.38±0.27mm for objects of
knowngeometryplaced at different distances to theLRS [15].
A system based on conoscopic holography was presented in
[6] where, by manually scanning a phantom, a mean TRE
accuracy of 2.94 mm was found. Additional results of this
system [22] showed a surface registration error of 1.73±0.77
and 1.5± 0.5mm, respectively, on ex vivo porcine liver and
human kidney specimen. A summary of the aforementioned
surface-based registration techniques together with their tar-
get applications is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of
surface-based registration
methods relevant for this work

Acquisition method Work Sweep modality Application

Contact Herline et al. [4] Manual Open liver surgery

Lange et al. [5] Manual Open liver surgery

Contactless Audette et al. [7] Automatic Neurosurgery

Schlaier et al. [8] Manual Neurosurgery

Mcdonald et al. [9] Manual Orthopedic surgery

Joskowicz et al. [10] Manual Neurosurgery

Cash et al. [11] Automatic Open liver surgery

Dumpuri et al. [12] Automatic Open liver surgery

Hayashibe et al. [13] Automatic Laparoscopic general surgery

Friets et al. [15] Manual Laparoscopic kidney surgery

Lathrop et al. [6] Manual Laparoscopic liver surgery

Problem description

To date, there is a lack of clinical experimental results per-
taining to the application of LRS-based image guidance
for laparoscopic procedures. This may derive from the fact
that the current custom-made LRSs are composed of bulky
equipment such as high-speed or time-of-flight cameras and
actuators. These devices are difficult to integrate into a
laparoscopic scenario due to the smaller size of the laparo-
scopic incision (i.e., 5–10mm). For these reasons, the LRS
for laparoscopic procedures has to satisfy specific size con-
straints (i.e., a diameter inferior than 10mm). Furthermore,
LRSs for laparoscopic procedures have to be easily handheld
to facilitate the insertion in the abdominal cavity.

While attempts have been made to reduce the size of LRS,
this is not a trivial task since LRS usually requires large dis-
placement between the laser emitter and the receiver to keep
high precision of the scanning [16,17]. In addition, the high
cost of this equipment relegates the use of LRS-based sys-
tems to a small niche.

Contributions and overview of the manuscript

In this work, we present a new compact and cost-effective
LRS for image-guided laparoscopic procedures and integrate
into a commercially available IGS system (CAScination AG,
Switzerland). Through a triangulation process, the 3D coor-
dinate of the laser pointer is obtained by using only the laser
emitter. This allows to discard the laser receiver, hence sig-
nificantly reducing the size of the LRS. The key contributions
of this work are:

– A compact LRS specifically designed for laparoscopic
procedures composed of a commercial laser pointer and
a sterilizable encasement.

– A novel triangulation formulation that allows the integra-
tion of the LRS into a commercially available IGS.

– Automatic patient-to-image registrationwithout the need
of additional imaging devices such as high-speed or time-
of-flight cameras.

– Evaluation of the efficacy of the proposed system by ana-
lyzing the LRS scanning accuracy and the registration
accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows. In “Materials and meth-
ods” section, we present the principle of the system including
the triangulation formulation formapping the set of 3Dpoints
into the IGS coordinate system, the instrument design and
calibration, and the patient-to-image registration algorithm.
The evaluation on liver phantoms is elaborated in “Results”
section, followed by the results described in “Discussion”
section. In “Conclusion” section, we conclude our work by
discussing the obtained findings as well as the future work
to address the potential drawbacks of the current system.

Materials and methods

System overview

A commercial IGS system for open liver procedures (CAS-
cination AG, Bern, Switzerland) was extended with laparo-
scopic instrument tracking capabilities and a software mod-
ule for image visualization and processing. Instrument track-
ing is accomplished by attaching retro-reflective spheres onto
the laparoscope and laser, which can be tracked by a pas-
sive optical tracking system (NDI Vicra, Northern Digital,
Canada). The IGS system provides the tracking information
as transformation matrices in a common coordinate system
(i.e., world coordinate system). By tracking the instruments,
it is possible to determine their pose and compute the inter-
section between the laparoscope’s optical axis and the laser
beam. This procedure, also called triangulation, defines the
3D coordinate of a laser point detected in the laparoscope
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Fig. 1 Left functional system’s model and employment design. Right IGS system setup

Fig. 2 Laser tool composed of a laser pointer and a trackable encase-
ment. The hollow rod allows the insertion of the tool in the patient’s
abdomen

image. Figure 1 depicts the functional IGS model and its use
with the LRS.

The LRS consists of a commercially available green-laser
pointer (output of 5 mW at 532 nm) and a trackable encase-
ment composed of a rapid prototyped shaft, three retro-
reflective spheres and a hollow rod. The hollow rod allows
the instrument to be inserted into the patient’s abdomen and
the laser to scan the organ. Six screws are placed along the
radial axis of the encasement ensuring a unique and fixed
positioning of the laser (Fig. 2). This aspect facilitates clin-
ical integration: The laser pointer can be packed within a
sterile bag, while the encasement is sterilizable. Intraopera-
tively, the laser would be inserted into the encasement in a
unique configuration eliminating the need for intraoperative
calibration. Thereafter, the LRS would be inserted into the
patient’s abdomen through a standard trocar allowing a direct
line of sight to the liver which is required for the intraopera-
tive scan (Fig. 1).

Triangulation of LRS

The triangulation of LRS allows the definition of the 3Dcoor-
dinate of a laser point detected in the laparoscope image.

Prior to this process, the laparoscope and the laser pointer
are calibrated. A standard 0◦ laparoscope (Olympus Evis
Exera II, Japan) is optically calibrated by attaching an optical
marker using the methodology described in [18]. The laparo-
scope calibration allows estimating the intrinsic parameters
(i.e., focal length, principal point), the extrinsic parame-
ters (i.e., transformation which maps the optical center to
the optical marker) and the distortion coefficients. Through
the distortion coefficient, it is possible to compensate for
radial and tangential distortion, introduced by the laparo-
scope lenses, yielding to a rectified image. This aspect is
particularly relevant in laparoscope cameras where the wide
angle creates high convex images which, if not rectified,
would lead to convex scans. By using a general optical cal-
ibration methodology, the system is independent from the
laparoscope camera manufacture specifications, increasing
its flexibility to be employed with different laparoscopic sys-
tem. The laser pointer is calibrated by aligning the laser beam
with the rod and by digitizing the rod’s geometry and the
spheres through a position measurement system.

Mathematically, the 2D laser point’s coordinate in the
laparoscope image is a projection of 3D coordinate in the
world system defined by the optical tracking.

⎡
⎣
su
sv
s

⎤
⎦
Image

= A · [
R t

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
X
Y
Z
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
World

, (1)

where (X Y Z 1)World denotes the laser point in homo-
geneous world coordinate, s is a nonzero scaling factor,
(su sv s)Image denotes the corresponding point in homoge-
neous image coordinates. A encodes the intrinsic parameters
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Fig. 3 Triangulation through a rotation process of the laparoscope coordinate system. Top initial configuration. Bottom left: rotation around the x
axis. Bottom right: rotation around the y axis

obtained from the laparoscope calibration, and [R t] is a
transformation from the world coordinate system to the cam-
era coordinate system.

Since the laparoscope is tracked, given the transformation
from the camera to the laparoscope marker, [R t] can be
defined as:

[R t] =CameraTLaparoscope ·LaparoscopeTWorld,

where LaparoscopeTWorld is the transformation from the world
to the laparoscope coordinate system provided by the track-
ing system, and CameraTLaparoscope is the transformation from
the marker to the camera, provided by the previous laparo-
scope calibration (Fig. 3 top). Equation (1) can be rewritten
as:

⎡
⎣
su
sv
s

⎤
⎦
Image

=ImageACamera ·CameraTLaparoscope ·LaparoscopeTWorld ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
X
Y
Z
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
World

,

(2)

If the laser point’s coordinate in the laparoscope image is
coincident with the image’s center (i.e., principal point), the
3D coordinate of the laser point (X Y Z 1)World is deter-
mined as the intersection between the laser’s beam and the
laparoscope’s optical axis. The laser’s beam and the laparo-
scope’s optical axis are, respectively, coincident with the x
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and z axis in their own coordinates system. Given the trans-
formations that map the laser’s beam and the laparoscope’s
optical axis in the image coordinate system, Eq. (2) can be
described as:

⎡
⎣
su
sv
s

⎤
⎦
Image

=ImageACamera ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
0
Z
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Camera

=ImageACamera ·CameraTLaparoscope ·LaparoscopeTWorld ·WorldTLaser ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

X
0
0
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Laser

,

(3)

where WorldTLaser is the transformation from the laser to the
world coordinate system provided by the tracking system;
(0 0 Z 1)Camera and (X 0 0 1)Laser are the principle
point and laser point in the camera coordinate and laser
coordinate, respectively, which can be obtained by solving
the above linear system. The 3D coordinate of the laser
point (X Y Z 1)World can then be computed by mapping
(X 0 0 1)Laser into the world coordinate.

Conversely, if the laser point’s coordinate and the princi-
pal point are initially different, a rotational transformation is
performed in the camera coordinate system (Fig. 3 bottom).
This rotation allows to intersect the z axis of the laser point in
the image and is expressed as a product of two basic rotations
Rx and Ry using the angles:

θx = tan−1 u − u0
fu

θy = − tan−1
(v − v0) · fu

fv√
f 2u + (u − u0)2

,

where (u0, v0) describe the principal point and ( fu, fv) the
focal lengths, also obtained through the optical calibration of
the laparoscope. Equation (3) is then extended to:
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Laser

,

(4)

where Rx Ry is the transformationwhich encode the rotations
θx and θy .

In reality, the laser’s beam and the laparoscope’s opti-
cal axis do not necessarily intersect due to tracking and
calibration errors. To account for this skewness, the mid-
point which lies on the intersecting line perpendicular to the
laser’s beam and the optical axis is determined. This line

Fig. 4 To account for the skewness of the laser’s beam and the laparo-
scope’s optical axis, P1 and P2 define a line that is perpendicular to the
beam and the optical axis. The midpoint of this line is defined as the 3D
coordinate of the laser point

determines two points, P1 and P2, which lie, respectively,
on the laser’s beam and the laparoscope’s optical axis. P1
is defined as (X1 0 0)Laser in the laser coordinate system
and as (X1 Y1 Z1)Camera in the camera coordinate system.
Conversely, P2 is defined as (0 0 Z2)Camera in the camera
coordinate system and as (X2 Y2 Z2)Laser in the laser coor-
dinate system. Because the shortest line segment between P1
and P2 is perpendicular to the beamand the optical axis, theX
component of P1in the laser coordinate system (i.e., X1 Laser)
is equal to the X component of P2 in the laser coordinate
system (i.e., X2 Laser). At the same time, the Z component of
P2 in the camera coordinate system (i.e., Z2 Camera) is equal
to the Z component of P1 in the camera coordinates sys-
tem (i.e., Z1 Camera) (Fig. 4). Since X1 Laser = X2 Laser and
Z1 Camera = Z2 Camera a linear systemwith six unknowns can
be derived from Eq. 4. The following set of linear equations
can be defined to solve P1 and P2 and the midpoint, defined
as P1+P2

2 .

ImageACamera ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
Rx Ry 0

0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
0
Z1

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Camera

=ImageACamera ·CameraTLaparoscope ·LaparoscopeTWorld ·WorldTLaser ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

X2

Y2
Z2

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Laser

,

(5)

ImageACamera ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
Rx Ry 0

0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

X1

Y1
Z1

1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Camera

=ImageACamera ·CameraTLaparoscope ·LaparoscopeTWorld ·WorldTLaser ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

X2

0
0
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
Laser

,

(6)
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Surface model acquisition

To reconstruct the intraoperative surface model, a sweep of
the laser scanner is performed on the liver to acquire a set of
2D laser points on the laparoscopic image. These 2D points
are then transformed into 3D coordinates using the triangu-
lation to build a surface model of the liver.

An automatic 2D point detection algorithm is developed.
Due to the goodvisibility of the laser point in the laparoscopic
video, this detection is simply achieved using anRGB thresh-
old algorithm. The laser point coordinate is computed as the
centroid of the thresholded region. Since multiple regions
may appear due to strong and specular reflections, the algo-
rithm is extended with local criteria labeling a region as laser
spot if:

1. The region’s area is greater than 10 pixels;
2. All pixels representing the laser region are in a window

of size 50 × 50 pixels.

If a region does not meet these criteria, it is considered as
reflection and therefore discarded from the computation of
the centroid. The design of a simple automatic 2D point
detection algorithmguarantees a fast and constant data acqui-
sition rate (i.e., approximately 20Hz).

Patient-to-image registration

The patient-to-image registration maps automatically the
acquired laser surface model to the preoperative 3D liver
model. The registration process is composed of two phases:
First, it starts with a coarse alignment of three principal direc-
tions to avoid local minima and accelerate the computation.
Then, a fine registration is performed to refine the accuracy.

The coarse alignment between the 3D point set and the
preoperative volume is composed of three steps: Initially, the

best fitting plane of the 3D point set is determined. Then, the
preoperative volume is shifted behind the best fitting plane,
with the tracker’s y–z plane and the preoperative volume
sagittal plane parallel to each other. Finally, the preopera-
tive volume is sequentially translated and rotated stepwise in
three principal directions:

1. Perpendicular to the best fitting plane;
2. Parallel to the best fitting plane and perpendicular to the

initial translation;
3. Around the axis normal to the best fitting plane.

To account for local minima, we divide each principal direc-
tion into multiple subspaces, where iterative closest point
(ICP) matching is computed (Fig. 5). Then, an exhaustive
search of the lowest RMS matching error among the sub-
spaces is performed, and the resulting transformation is
chosen as the initialization for the subsequent principal direc-
tion. Typically, 20 subspaces of size 10mm are chosen for
the translational directions and 10 subspaces of size 10◦ are
chosen for the rotational direction.

The incentive of choosing these three directions is under
the assumption that the relative displacement between the
organ, the acquired laser 3D point set and the tracker is
approximately constant. In a clinical scenario, this is also
plausible because the IGS system is positioned in approx-
imately the same location for all procedures. The position
of the IGS system is at the top of the operating table with
the tracker over the patient’s head. An optimal alignment
is therefore determined through the coarse alignment which
compensate for mispositioning the IGS system during the
operation.

Finally, a fine ICP-based registration is computed from
the transformation derived in the coarse alignment phase.
For each phase, the ICP is computed by selecting all the
acquired 3D point set and a cropped point set of the pre-

Fig. 5 Steps involved in the
coarse registration. Left the best
fitting plane from the 3D point
set (red point) and the cropped
3D volume (blue points) is
translated and rotated (green
arrows). Right registration of
the point set with the 3D model
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Fig. 6 Experiments setup

operative volume, representing the visible side of the liver
during laparoscopy.Thematchingbetween the twopoint sets,
defined as a partial correspondence problem, is computed
through a nearest neighbor search, and constant weights are
defined for each corresponding point pairs. Point-to-point
minimization [19] is used as error metric and solved accord-
ing to [20].

Experiments

Three experiments were designed to evaluate the LRS per-
formances. First, the accuracy in determining the laser
coordinate in the laparoscopic image was measured. Subse-
quently, the LRS accuracy and precision in scanning objects
of known dimensions were evaluated. Finally, the accuracy
in registering preoperative models to their real counterparts
was assessed.

During the experiments, the IGS system was positioned
at the top of the operating table with the tracker over the
patient’s head. Prior to the scanning procedure, the endo-
scope was calibrated and fixed in a stable configuration at a
distance of approximately 10–15cm from the objects (Fig. 6).
This setup is under real scenario configurations to simu-
late the procedures in the operating room. Finally, the laser
was manually swept over the objects surface to acquire the
intraoperative scan. The scanning time was approximately 1
minute for 1000 3D points.

Accuracy of 2D point detection

To verify the algorithm’s accuracy in detecting the laser coor-
dinate, a ground-truth dataset was designed. This dataset was
obtained by manually and carefully detecting the laser coor-
dinate in a 295-image dataset, where the laser was directed

onto different materials (e.g., liver phantom and bovine tis-
sue) under variable light conditions (e.g., ambient light and
endoscopic light). The mean Euclidean distance between the
automatically andmanually detected coordinates was chosen
as the accuracy metric.

Surface scanning precision and accuracy

To determine the LRS scanning accuracy and precision, the
experiments presented by Hayshibe et al. [13], Lathrop et
al. [6] and Friets et al. [15] in scanning objects of known
dimensionswere reproduced.A tracked plane (150× 90mm)
and a sphere (∅ = 50.85mm) were scanned. Two datasets
of 4036 and 4663 3D points were acquired for the plane and
the sphere, respectively, and their geometric surface fit was
computed.

To determine the scanning precision of 3D point acquisi-
tion, the variability of the 3D point cloud from the surface fit
was computed. Precision of the surface scan was defined as:

Precision =
√∑n

i=1(qi − pi )2

n
, (7)

where n is the number of scanned points, qi : i = 1, . . . , n
is the set of scanned points, and pi is the closest point to qi
which lies on the fitted surface.

To determine the scanning accuracy in reconstructing the
actual object surfaces, the mean Euclidean distances from
each acquired 3D point to the tracked plane and the actual
sphere surface (using the actual sphere radius in place of the
fit radius) were computed. Accuracy of the surface scan was
defined as projection error:
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Fig. 7 Preoperative 3D volumes (left) and 3D printed models (right) used during the experiments. T1, T2, T3, T4 in bottom right represent the
fiducials used for computing the target registration error

Accuracy =
√∑n

i=1(qi − ri )2

n
, (8)

where n is the number of scanned points, qi : i = 1, . . . , n
is the set of scanned points, and pi is the closest point to ri
which lies on the real surface.

Patient-to-image registration accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy pertaining to the registration of
the preoperative models to the real objects, an experiment
was performed on a set of patient-specific phantoms built
by rapid prototyping. Within the experiment, three scans of
2000 3D points were performed on three liver phantoms
(Fig. 7). Each acquired point set was partitioned into sub-
sets of 600 3D points which were automatically registered
with their respective preoperative models. The liver surface
models were reconstructed from clinical image datasets, and
the physical models were realized using a rapid prototyping
machine (Spectrum 510, Z-Corp, Rock Hill, USA).

In addition to the RMS error, the mean surface resid-
ual error, as defined in [11], was computed. In addi-
tion, four fiducials (Ø 4mm) on the surface of one liver
model were digitized with an optically tracked pointer,
and the target registration error (i.e., TRE) at each fidu-
cial for each registration was computed. Figure 7 bot-
tom right depicts the fiducials used as targets. To mini-
mize the influence of the tracking error, each landmark
position was determined as the average of 10 individual
measurements.

A sensitivity analysis aimed at evaluating the effects of the
number of acquired 3D points on the registration accuracy,
was also conducted. This aspect is particularly important
given the scanning time (approximately 30 seconds for each
dataset) which might be a drawback in the clinical scenario,
due to the liver respiratory movement. Based on an initial
2000 3D point set, different registrations were performed
by varying the number of 3D points. The accuracy of the
registrationswas assessed by recording theTRE for the afore-
mentioned fiducials.
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Fig. 8 Normalized error histogram distribution of the threshold algorithm (red) and the local criteria algorithm (blue)

Fig. 9 LRS precision (left) and accuracy (right) in scanning objects of known dimension. The green circles represent the average distance

Results

Accuracy of 2D point detection

The local criteria used in the 2D point detection are expected
to improve the detection of the correct laser coordinates in the
presence of reflections and variable lighting. Subsequently,
a higher accuracy and a lower standard deviation error com-
pared with a threshold-based algorithm can be expected. The
threshold-based algorithm achieved an accuracy of 1.4± 1.3
pixels, whereas this accuracy dropped to 1.0 ± 0.7 pixels
when the local criteria were applied. The error histogram
distribution in detecting the laser coordinate for both algo-
rithms is depicted in Fig. 8. The detection error between the
two algorithms was significantly different (ρ ≤ 0.05, using
Fisher’s f-test) for all datasets (i.e., phantom, bovine, ambient
light, endoscopic light).

Surface scanning precision and accuracy

The precision and accuracy in scanning objects of known
dimensions are summarized in Fig. 9. Average submillime-
ter precision is achieved in both objects (represented as green
circles in Fig. 9). Figure 10 provides a visual representation
of the 3D points acquired through the scanning process and
the respective best fitting geometries. The accuracy of the
proposed method in reconstructing a sphere is comparable
to the accuracy reported in the literature [13]. The recon-
struction error defined as the ratio between the fitted radius
(24.54mm) and the actual radius (25.42mm) is below 5%.

Patient-to-image registration accuracy

For each liver phantom, 20 registrations were performed,
yielding a residual error of 1.27 ± 0.75mm and an aver-
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Fig. 10 Acquired 3D points and best fitting plane (left) and sphere (right)

Table 2 Summary of the registration accuracy for the three livermodels

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

RMS error (mm) 1.30 1.73 1.41

Residual error (mm) 1.17 ± 0.56 1.47 ± 0.91 1.18 ± 0.76

Fig. 11 Target registration errors for each target

age RMS matching error of 1.48mm over all the points
(Table 2). Additionally, by using four predefined landmarks
on the surface of one liver phantom, the obtained TRE was
3.2 ± 0.57mm. Figure 11 summarizes the registration error
at the four target points, while Fig. 12 shows the displace-
ment between the phantom (red) and the best (green) and
worst (blue) registrations. Best and worst registrations were
computed by defining the average of the four TREs for each
registration attempt and by selecting, respectively, the mini-
mum and the maximum values.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted, aiming at evaluating
how different numbers of 3D points affect the registra-
tion accuracy. Figure 13 shows that the TRE decreased
when using more 3D points. The lowest TRE (3.3mm) was
obtained by using 900 3D points. No significant differences

(ρ = 0.2, using t test) were found between this TRE and the
ones obtained with more than 600 points.

Discussion

This work presents a novel LRS-based IGS for laparoscopic
liver procedures. A triangulation process is formulated that
maps theLRS into IGSwithout knowing the laser depth infor-
mation. This is particularly interesting since it allows the use
of a compact and cost-effective LRS and therefore facili-
tates the integration into the clinical scenario. The LRS is
composed of a commercial laser pointer, a trackable case,
a standard laparoscope and an instrument tracking system.
Patient-to-image registration is achieved by aligning the pre-
operative 3D model with the model reconstructed from the
intraoperative laser scanning. Furthermore, the accuracy of
the developed system, including the accuracy of automatic
laser spot detection in the laparoscope image, object recon-
struction and registration of preoperative 3D volumes to liver
phantoms, was demonstrated.

The LRS device was designed specifically with surgical
integration aspects in mind: Limited additional instrumenta-
tion is required (a commercial laser pointer and sterilizable
encasement as the only additional components) and automa-
tion of IGS-related activities (e.g., registration, instrument
calibration). The LRS size and shape facilitate the handling
and insertion into the laparoscopic incisions, while the pre-
operative LRS calibration and the automated registration
procedure avoid additional intraoperative steps, thus simpli-
fying the workflow. Experimental results show that the LRS
can accurately detect the 2D coordinates of the laser in the
laparoscopic image in 89% of cases in a variety of condi-
tions. This aspect implies that the proposed method is robust
even in the presence of reflections or induced artifacts. Fur-
ther experiments show that the system is able to automatically
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Fig. 12 Displacement of the
best (top) and worst (bottom)
registration on the xy, xy, yz
planes

Fig. 13 Sensitivity analysis of the TRE by varying the number of 3D points. The black line represents the variation of the average TRE

register preoperative 3D volumeswithin an RMS error below
1.5mm and an average TRE below 3.5mm.

While the accuracy results presented within this work
are similar to those previously reported, the proposed sys-
tem is significantly smaller and more cost-effective (∼100
USD including laser pointer, encasement) than the current
commercially available LRS systems. More importantly, it
is designed specifically for the use of laparoscopic liver
procedures. These aspects should lead to a faster surgical
integration than previous works. The intraoperative surface
model is acquired by manually sweeping the laser over the
liver; thus, the proposed system can be categorized as non-
contact, manually swept registration method. The choice of
opting for a manual sweep rather than automatic presents
several advantages. Through a manual sweep, the surgeon
can ensure that only the area of interest is scanned [6]. This
diminishes the possibility of scanning surrounding organs

whichwould lead to an additional step aimed to remove these
spurious 3D points from the dataset. Furthermore, a manual
scanner provides higher flexibility compared to an auto-
matic enlarging its clinical applicability to different areas.
For example, by manually pointing at a specific target, the
proposed system can aid in recovering the 3D position of
critical structures, thus reducing problems related to loss of
depth perception.

The registration procedure is expected to produce an accu-
rate registration when the navigation system is positioned on
the top of the OR table with the tracker over the patient’s
head. This constraint implies a constant surgical workflow,
where the IGS is positioned at a similar location through dif-
ferent procedures. To account for the misplacement of the
IGS and for the intrapatient organ’s shape variability, the
coarse registration transforms the preoperative volume in the
three most critical directions. Since the preoperative volume
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is cropped, the rotation around the axis normal to the best
fitting plane accounts for most of the intrapatient shape vari-
ability. A rotation around the other two axes is computed in
the fine registration because the edges of the cropped surface
are easily found by the ICP and are sufficiently discriminant.

The accuracy in automatically detecting the laser spot in
the laparoscope image cannot be compared with previous
works, because no directly related quantitative information
is reported. However, the implemented solution is robust
over reflections or artifacts which often occur in a clinical
scenario. The scanning precision of the presented LRS is
inferior to the method presented in [15], while it is similar
when compared with [6]. This discrepancy can be attributed
to the distance from the LRS to the target (10–15cm in the
presented method, 2–6 cm in [15]). The accuracy of sphere
reconstruction is similar to [13]. Additionally, a quantita-
tive evaluation of the registration accuracy was presented,
with an RMS accuracy and TRE sufficient for image-guided
laparoscopic liver surgery. The TRE is smaller than the 10-
mm safety margin suggested in [21]; therefore, the presented
system might be useful during targeting procedures (e.g.,
ablation, biopsies). The robustness of the registration proce-
dure is validated by the small displacement between the best
and worst registration attempts as depicted in Fig. 12.

One potential drawback of the proposed LRS system is
the time needed for scanning. It takes approximately one
minute to scan 1000 3D points, which is higher than the
previously reported solutions. This is due to the dependence
of the presented LRS system to the laparoscope video stream,
which limits the data acquisition rate to the laparoscope video
frame rate. One possible solution to reduce the scanning time
is to acquire fewer 3D points. As suggested in the sensitivity
analysis conducted in the experiment, it is shown that our
proposed methodology would guarantee a TRE below 4mm
by acquiring only 300 3D points instead of 600 thus reducing
the scanning time to a few seconds, which is sufficient for
clinical use. Another solution consists in the projection of a
pattern rather than a single laser point which would increase
the detection and acquisition of 3D points within each video
frame.

Another shortcoming lies in the ICP-based rigid reg-
istration which is unable to recover for liver motion and
deformation. While the assumption of a rigid transformation
is valid in the presented phantom experiments, in a clinical
scenario, additional future work will aim to compensate the
liver deformation.Within laparoscopic liver procedures, liver
deformation may appear due to respiratory motion, pneu-
moperitoneum pressure and instrument interaction with the
liver. Based on the assumption that the largest respiratory-
related liver movements occur in the cranio-caudal and
anterior–posterior direction [22], a possible solution is the
employment of a mechanical high-frequency jet ventila-
tion (HFJV) system. By utilizing low tidal movements of

the lungs, HFJV has been shown to significantly reduce
ventilation-related cranio-caudal movements of the liver
from 20 to 5mm [23,24]. Regarding deformation induced
by the artificial pneumoperitoneum, initial studies showed
an average liver displacement of 2.5mm [25]. A more recent
study showed a maximum liver displacement of 28mm in
the cranio-caudal direction; however, the displacement was
found to be a rigid body transformation rather than a body
deformation [26]. These studies suggest that liver defor-
mation, due to pneumoperitoneum, is not as critical as in
open liver procedures, where after liver exposure and sur-
gical mobilization, non-rigid deformations may significantly
change the intraoperative liver shape [27]. Nevertheless, liver
deformation due to interaction with surgical instruments can
be recovered with the employment of non-rigid registration
methods. Within this context, the integration of statistical
models for the characterization of liver motion and defor-
mation [28] and the employment of non-rigid registrations
would allow to compensate for this kind of deformation [29–
32].

The presented work highlights the feasibility of a cost-
effective and suitably sized LRS, and initial phantom exper-
iments confirm sufficient accuracy for its use in clinical
settings. However, to further validate thismethodology, addi-
tional in vitro and in vivo validation experiments as presented
in [33] will be performed in the future. In the future, the
integration of LRS into a surgical scenario would allow fast
registration of the liver with the preoperative image. Addi-
tionally, avoiding contact with the organ and thus preserving
its initial shape would provide a higher similarity between
the preoperative 3D volume and thus a more accurate reg-
istration. In case of liver shape changes during the surgery,
a fast 3D point acquisition would also provide the possibil-
ity to compensate this tissue deformation intraoperatively.
Finally, the application of LRS in laparoscopy would allow
a real time measurement of the distance between the tracked
instruments and vital organs, thus accounting for the loss of
depth perception.

Conclusion

Wehave presented an alternative LRS for laparoscopic image
guidance that is cost-effective and specifically designed for
laparoscopic applications. The advantages of the proposed
system are the specific design of an LRS for laparoscopic
procedures enabled by a novel triangulation formulation, an
automatedworkflow and a detailed evaluation of themethod-
ology on liver phantoms. More specifically, the workflow is
eased by the automatic registration method and by the pre-
calibration of the instruments which decrease the workflow
complexity and the steps required to perform the registration.
The triangulation formulation allows for an easier recovery
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of the 3D laser points and thus allows for a simpler instru-
mentation. The accuracy and the reliability of the registration
method,which are evaluated on phantoms, are also compared
with previous solutions.

The presented work represents a proof of concept of the
employment of a compact and cost-effective LRS for regis-
tration in laparoscopic image guidance. Within this context,
whereas the proposed system suffers from limitations such
as the time required for scanning and the rigidity assumption
of the registrationmethod, different approaches are proposed
to address these potential drawbacks.

In conclusion, we believe that this work highlights the
usefulness and feasibility of this approach which represents
a step toward the surgical integration of LRS for laparoscopic
applications.
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